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Oil & Gas Industry in the Now
The COVID-19 pandemic is estimated to cause a demand destruction of 9.3mpd in Q1 2020.1
• Oil & Gas companies are drastically altering the way their workforce operates, given the widespread
quarantines and travel restrictions
• On-site field operations such as those on the rig, refinery or on pipeline networks continue with
severe limitations while the rest of the staff work from home
• Downstream companies may not realize higher margins from lower oil costs due to reduction in
volumes as fewer journeys are being made due to COVID-19; road travel in UK has plummeted by 73%2
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• Restricted operations have had a huge impact on Health, Safety and Security of human, physical
and digital assets

• With the uncertainty of the duration of the pandemic, Oil & Gas companies continue to power the
world while experimenting with ways to work remotely
• Although this workplace transformation was already underway, current circumstances have
accentuated the need for all companies including Oil & Gas to accelerate this transformation
Oil & Gas companies have an opportunity to widely adopt new ways of working, build upon existing contingency
plans and set a strong foundation to remain effective and efficient in a post COVID-19 world

Oil & Gas Industry Response to COVID-19
The Oil & Gas industry has taken immediate steps to respond to the COVID-19 crisis.

Oil & Gas Capex Reduction 2020
40%

•

O&G companies have cut operational budgets by 5%
and capital budgets by more than 25%, particularly
in Upstream operations3

•

Pure play upstream and U.S. LTO producers are
reducing production: Petrobras announced a
100,000 b/d cut for the remainder of 20204

•

Oilfield and Equipment Services are reducing
workforce to avoid bankruptcies5

•

Quarantine has forced firms to transition to a
remote-work model in a compressed timescale,
increasing the risk of cyberattacks6
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Oil & Gas Industry Response to COVID-19
The Oil & Gas industry needs to consider additional measures
• As Oil & Gas companies struggle to protect shareholder value, they have to maintain efficient operations in the
now, immediate future and in a post COVID-19 world
• Rapid technology adoption offers Oil & Gas companies a way to reassure, stabilize and reconfigure operations
• Oil & Gas companies should leverage the following solutions to enable change
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Solutions: Workplace Digitalization
Oil & Gas companies should start with ensuring safety and well-being of workforce and customers

Digital Work and
Customer Service

Cloud Computing

Cybersecurity

Empower teams with anytime-anywhere
collaboration on multiple devices, and
increase digital offerings for customers

• Mobile workforce management applications can
limit field visits and manage health conditions
• Digital ordering in fuels retail can supply customers
with a ‘Click & Collect’ service and drop goods
directly into the boot/trunk of their vehicle without
customers having to visit stores

Adopt cloud solutions to enable remote
collaboration, scalability, and flexibility
for computing power for operations

• Cloud solutions while enabling remote working are
also estimated to cut Total Cost of Ownership of the
IT estate by an average of 40%3
• Moving to the cloud can also enable outsourcing
larger parts of business lowering costs while
preserving capacity

Establish secure connectivity across the
device landscape to protect assets in a
remote workforce model

• With several workers working remotely, the risk of
cybersecurity incidents will increase
• The US Government has issued a cyberattack
warning as a gas pipeline was forced into a two-day
shutdown after it was hit by a cyberattack6

Solutions: Workforce Enablement and Automation
Oil & Gas companies should bring about a step change in productivity

Digital Workforce

Automation

Next Generation
Asset
Management

Provide workers with wearables, sensors,
and smart devices to facilitate remote
work and use AR/VR for training and
supervision

• A team of specialists in one or two locations can
supervise semi-specialist workers engaged in
shutdowns, turnarounds, capital builds reducing the
need for highly skilled workers while decreasing
skilling period, travel and mobilization time
improving safety and generating cost efficiencies7

Improve safety and efficiency by using
robots for inspection, surveillance and
maintenance activities while optimizing
back office operations using Robotic
Process Automation

• Robots/drones can be used to conduct inspections,
minimize travel and reduce size of teams
• Dow is using robots to increase safety by reducing
human entries in confined spaces to zero by 20258
• Back office functions can be made more efficient by
using Robotic Process Automation

Transition to next generation asset
performance management with remote
sensing, IOT integration, and AI/ML
based preventive maintenance

• Companies can operate facilities with fewer people
using remote monitoring and operating centers
• Companies are already using robotics to automate
and operate offshore platforms. This can also help
prepare for future black swan events where
workforce movement and availability is restricted9

Solutions: Supply Redundancy
Oil & Gas companies should better prepare for emergencies by reducing supply chain dependencies

3D Printing

Operator
Collaboration

Reduce dependency on logistics for
critical items and drive production
efficiency by rapidly scaling inventory
levels as needed

• Supply chain shortfalls can be mitigated by
employing 3D printing capabilities to produce
critical items
• Halliburton has demonstrated this by succeeding in
printing its Matrix drill bit10

Cooperate to create redundancy of
critical equipment by pooling and
creating flex capacity

• Operators can pool warehouses, inventory, offshore
logistics infrastructure and allocate critical parts,
equipment and vehicles to keep operations running
• Deepwater companies have collaborated to develop
a comprehensive and rapid deepwater containment
response system for the Gulf of Mexico11

Digital Transformation – a necessity
The COVID-19 pandemic underscores the need for digital transformation
• Oil & Gas companies that have already embarked on a transformation are faring better in their response to
COVID-19 than those who are yet to start the journey
• Companies that started early, experienced a near seamless transition to remote working while leveraging
collaboration platforms, remote monitoring and operating centers for working effectively during the pandemic
• No Oil & Gas company was prepared for this sudden, sharp impact of COVID-19. Hence this crisis, now more than
ever, highlights and underscores the need for creating and executing a road map for digital transformation
• The need of the hour is to
•

digitalize and automate workflows and processes

•

leverage and accelerate adoption of digital technologies

•

create an ecosystem of connected workplaces and collaboration

to continue powering the world during and after COVID-19
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